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Abstract
The main, continuous mountain range of the European Alpine System (i.e., the Alps) hosts a diversified pool of species 
whose evolution has long been investigated. The legacy of past climate changes on the distribution of high-elevation plants 
as well as taxa differentially adapted to the mosaic of edaphic conditions (i.e., surmised ecotypes on calcareous, siliceous, 
serpentine bedrocks) and the origin of new species are here discussed based on available evidence from endemic taxa across 
the Alps. The integration of main spatial and ecological patterns within and among species supports speciation driven by 
spatial isolation in main glacial refugia where plant populations survived during cold phases and hindered by intense gene 
flow along main expansion pathways during warm phases. Despite patterns of genetic differentiation matching environmental 
heterogeneity, processes underlying the dynamics of distribution ranges likely promoted recurrent homogenization of incipi-
ent divergence and generally hindered the completion of speciation (except for cases of hybrid speciation). Even intense 
selective pressures on toxic bedrocks such as serpentine seemingly fail to support the completion of speciation. Accordingly, 
typical scenarios of ecological speciation whereby local adaptation to environmental heterogeneity initiates and supports 
long-term reduction of gene flow may rarely be at the origin of stable species in the Alps. Although consistent with neutral 
processes whereby spatial isolation driven by past climate changes promoted reproductive isolation and yielded limited 
diversification, mechanisms at the origin of new species across heterogeneous landscapes of the Alps remain insufficiently 
known. Necessary advances to reliably understand the evolution of biodiversity in the Alps and identify possible museums 
or cradles of variation in face of climate changes are discussed.
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Introduction

The Alps (i.e., the main range of the European Alpine Sys-
tem) represents a coherent biogeographic unit, harboring 
a regional pool of high-elevation plant species that have 
evolved in situ and, chiefly, through exchanges with other 
mountain ranges of the Mediterranean area, Europe and 
Eurasia (Ozenda 2009). As compared to other ranges of 
the European Alpine System, it hosts noticeably few gen-
era that have considerably diversified into strict endemic 
species (Kadereit 2017). This may appear counter-intuitive 
given that adaptive processes across environmentally het-
erogeneous landscapes are expected to promote ecological 
speciation (Badgley et al. 2017) and that genetically based 

differentiation according to elevation has been regularly 
reported across several widespread plants (Halbritter et al. 
2018). Offering an ideally continuous, yet topographically 
complex and, therefore, ecologically heterogeneous land-
scape, the Alps represent a convenient model system to 
address the relative impact of processes such as selection, 
genetic drift and gene flow in shaping speciation in space 
and time. In particular, such a landscape may facilitate the 
delineation of geographical (thereafter, spatial to empha-
size the component independent of the environment) and 
ecological underpinnings of the origin of new species in a 
region where plants have undergone repeated cycles of range 
expansion–contraction during the Quaternary (Hewitt 1996).

Endemic taxa of the Alps represent a formidable oppor-
tunity to assess how historical climate changes have inter-
acted with environmental heterogeneity in driving speciation 
and to address to what extent the corresponding reduction 
of gene flow was promoted by either spatial isolation (i.e., 
consistent with neutral accumulation of incompatibility 
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alleles supporting reproductive isolation) or selection in 
contrasted environments (i.e., consistent with ecological 
speciation models whereby local adaptation initiates and 
supports reproductive isolation; Sobel et al. 2010). Follow-
ing the synthesis of Aeschimann et al. (2011), the flora of the 
Alps encompasses 3983 native taxa out of which 2380 can 
be considered as typical orophytes occurring in contrasted 
habitats across elevation (i.e., subalpine, alpine, nival belts) 
and includes 501 endemic taxa. I here interpret the distribu-
tion of these endemic taxa (i.e., 12.6% of the native flora 
of the Alps) in the light of patterns left by climate-driven 
cycles of range shifts to discuss main processes underlying 
speciation across ecologically heterogeneous landscapes in 
the Alps. Although the age of species is poorly known, only 
few paleoendemics are known (e.g., Saxifraga florulenta; 
Patsiou et al. 2014) and the more than 25% of endemic taxa 
being ranked as subspecies can be regarded as likely neoen-
demics suggestive of active speciation in the Alps. Based 
on current knowledge of main refugia having supported the 
survival and isolation of plant populations during the last 
glacial maximum (LGM) as well as main post-glacial expan-
sion pathways having promoted secondary contact and gene 
flow among previously isolated populations (Fig. 1), I dis-
cuss the legacy of past climate changes on the distribution 
of variation in high-elevation endemic plants as well as taxa 
differentially adapted to the mosaic of edaphic conditions 
(i.e., surmised ecotypes on calcareous, siliceous, serpentine 
bedrocks). Available insights are integrated to address the 
main spatial and ecological drivers of speciation in the Alps 
and highlight remaining gaps in knowledge.

Historical constraints on the origin of high‑elevation 
species in the Alps

Comprehensive analyses of Smyčka et al. (2017) reported 
higher proportions of endemic taxa (including narrow 
endemics) along with increasing elevation, supporting quan-
titative observations that high-elevation species (27.9% of 
the total flora) disproportionally contribute 57.1% of all 
endemic taxa in the Alps (Aeschimann et al. 2011). Over 
the whole Alps, the proportion of endemic taxa noticeably 
increases from 17.5% of the native taxa across the subalpine 
belt to 26.9% in alpine and 30.3% in nival belts, suggesting 
that speciation actively contributed to such an ecologically 
specialized flora. In contrast to expectation of speciation 
chiefly driven by ecological differentiation, endemic taxa 
with large as well as restricted distribution ranges appear 
significantly enriched in the vicinity of glacial refugia such 
as in the South-western, Southern and Eastern Alps, and 
become less frequent towards the North-western Alps and 
the Central Alps where suitable environments are also avail-
able (Smyčka et al. 2017). Consistent with an important con-
tribution of spatial isolation in promoting speciation, not 

only the Eastern Alps (Tribsch and Schönswetter 2003) but 
also the South-western Alps host several narrow endemics 
centered at high elevation and that contribute a substantial 
fraction of all endemic taxa of the Alps (Fig. 1). Although 
to a much lower extent than extremities of the Alps, puta-
tive nunataks of the Central Alps also present some narrow 
endemics that may have differentiated in situ and did not 
considerably expand (Tribsch 2004). Much remains to be 
ascertained regarding the impact of Central nunataks on the 
persistence and evolution of species during environmental 
changes (Schönswetter and Schneeweiss 2019).

Following differentiation driven by spatial processes dur-
ing long-lasting cold phases, a majority of incipient species 
(i.e., local variants) had to face gene flow from recoloniz-
ing relatives that expanded their range following the retreat 
of ice sheets. Accordingly, vicariant taxa lacking ecogeo-
graphical isolation have been shown to hybridize follow-
ing post-glacial secondary contacts (e.g., Schneeweiss et al. 
2017). It is, therefore, likely that a majority of genetically 
differentiated populations in several species have been early 
swamped and gone to extinction without notice. Supporting 
a considerable impact of secondary contact and gene flow 
following expansion across previously glaciated landscapes, 
the North-western Alps harbor not only major hybrid zones 
(Thiel-Egenter et al. 2011) but also restricted patches of 
ancestral genetic variants surrounded by widespread line-
ages in several species (Parisod and Besnard 2007; Rogi-
vue et al. 2018). Such patterns support scenarios whereby 
genetic differentiation accumulates in spatial isolation dur-
ing cold phases and is homogenized following expansion 
during warm phases and suggest that speciation has been 
largely hindered by recurrent range contraction–expansion 
that brought divergent lineages into secondary contact in 
the Alps.

Repeated cycles of isolation in glacial refugia and sec-
ondary contact following centripetal expansion likely pro-
moted a transverse distribution of endemic species, whereby 
divergent taxa had the opportunity to accumulate at the 
extremities of the mountain range in refugia away from the 
main ice domes and main recolonization pathways; whereas, 
widespread expanding species underwent genetic homog-
enization in the Central Alps (Wallis et al. 2016). Such a 
scenario likely explains the origin and persistence of the 
28.1% and 40.3% of the strict endemic taxa that grow in 
the alpine belt of the South-western and the Eastern Alps, 
respectively (Fig. 1). Unlike endemic species from the nival 
belt that appear generally widespread and may have either 
persisted in multiple refugia or largely expended after the 
LGM, cycles of isolation and gene flow seem consistent with 
the evolution of dissimilar cohorts of endemic taxa at both 
extremities of the Alps.

Noticeably, gene flow among divergent taxa does not 
necessarily lead to homogenization and, in cases where 
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Fig. 1  Historical contraction of the distribution range of plant spe-
cies in ice-free refugia during cold phases and expansion across 
areas left by the retreat of glaciers during warm phases in the Alps. 
Contraction: the survival of plant populations in climatically suit-
able areas (i.e., glacial refugia) not covered by ice sheets during cold 
phases such as the last glacial maximum (LGM) has long been stud-
ied (reviewed in Stehlik (2000); Schönswetter et  al. 2005). (i) The 
tabula rasa hypothesis holds that all populations of the Alps went 
extinct in face of growing ice sheets and that species survived the 
LGM across low-elevation refugia around the Alps (i.e., lowland refu-
gia). Accordingly, relatively thermophilous species likely survived 
in southern refugia that also sheltered competitive forest communi-
ties at low elevation (e.g., Kaltenrieder et  al. 2009). Cold-adapted 
heliophilous taxa survived the LGM in northern lowland areas (e.g., 
Papaver alpinum; Pittet et al. 2020), where species from dry steppic 
grasslands also showed large populations (e.g., Euphorbia segue-
rina; Kirschner et al. 2020). (ii) The nunatak hypothesis contrastingly 
postulates in situ survival of plant populations across mountain tops 
extruding from otherwise heavily glaciated areas such as the periph-
eral Alps (i.e., peripheral refugia) or the Central Alps (i.e., nunatak 
sensu Holderegger and Thiel-Egenter 2009). In support of corre-
sponding predictions, several high-elevation specialists were  shown 
to have contracted into ice-free mountain tops away from the highest 
ice domes across the Eastern Alps (e.g., Pedicularis asplenifolia; Pan 
et  al. 2020) and the South-western Alps (e.g., Saxifraga florulenta; 
Patsiou et  al. 2014). Although potentially confounded with early 
immigration after the LGM, patterns matching survival in isolated 
nunataks of the Central Alps (indicated with arrows) were reported 
(e.g., Senecio halleri; Bettin et al. 2007). As also discussed by Schön-
swetter and Schneeweiss (2019), scenarios (i) and (ii) mostly rep-

resent the two ends of a continuum. Expansion:  recolonization of 
mountainous area left by the retreat of ice sheets during warm phases 
commonly followed centripetal expansion from lowland or peripheral 
refugia towards the Central Alps (Parisod 2008). Continuous areas of 
siliceous bedrocks in the Central Alps have expectedly favored spe-
cies range shifts as compared to surrounding calcareous-rich patches 
of peripheral mountain ranges. Although the calcareous flora shows 
considerable idiosyncrasy, comparative phylogeography of wide-
spread siliceous species from high-elevation highlighted similar break 
zones in the distribution of alleles and supported secondary contact 
in suture zones away from the location of glacial refugia. Accord-
ing to Thiel-Egenter et  al. (2009), genetically differentiated lineages 
from the Southern, South-western and the North-western Alps come 
into sympatry along the Aosta valley, across the Penninic–Savoyic 
zone. Eastern, Southern and North-western lineages come into con-
tact across the Brenner zone running from Innsbruck to Lake Garda. 
Despite discrepancies among studies, similar biogeographic subdivi-
sions have been postulated based on floristic evidence across the Alps 
(see references in Thiel-Egenter et  al. 2009). Speciation: endemic 
taxa in specific refugia mark the accumulation of divergent popula-
tions that likely became reproductively isolated and established new 
species in face of intra- and inter-specific competitors recolonizing 
the Alps. Accordingly, main glacial refugia in the South-western vs 
Eastern Alps host a large proportion of strictly endemic taxa out of all 
endemics of the Alps (% endemic taxa). Similarity of endemic taxa 
between the South-western vs Eastern is increasing with elevation 
(Aeschimann et al. 2011), indicating that endemics from the nival belt 
are mostly shared among refugia that were colonized after speciation. 
A substantial fraction of the lower-elevation endemics are restricted 
to the vicinity of refugia and likely originated there
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unfit hybrids are formed following secondary contact, may 
promote either reinforcement (e.g., niche displacement) or 
the origin of new species through hybrid speciation (Abbott 
et al. 2013). As expected following the merging of cohorts 
of taxa with different historical backgrounds, main suture 
zones have been shown to harbor increased (phylo-) genetic 
and species diversity in the Alps (Smyčka et al. 2017). 
They also host several of the endemic species whose hybrid 
origin coincides with the LGM or post-glacial times (e.g., 
Kadereit 2015). Such neoendemic taxa appear to be mostly 
of allopolyploid origin, having recently formed close to the 
Penninic–Savoyic zone of secondary contact in either the 
North-western Alps (e.g., Arenaria bernensis, Berthouzoz 
et al. 2013) or the Central Alps (e.g., Draba ladina; Widmer 
and Baltisberger 1999). When coupled with nearly imme-
diate postzygotic isolation through ploidy level, gene flow 
fostered by cycles of range expansion–contraction is indeed 
expected to promote the origin of new polyploid species 
(Stebbins 1984; Parisod et al. 2010). Accordingly, zones of 
secondary contact between divergent lineages, especially 
chromosomally divergent populations, can be predicted to 
foster the origin of new species. Although the global dis-
tribution of polyploids is largely associated with historical 
constraints at a global scale (Rice et al. 2019), the Alps still 
await detailed quantitative investigation.

Keeping in mind that scenarios typified as tabula rasa vs 
nunatak (Fig. 1) may only represent the two ends of a con-
tinuum (Schönswetter and Schneeweiss 2019), populations 
of orophytes likely persisted for long times around moun-
tain tops extruding from ice sheets and therefore underwent 
genetic differentiation in spatial isolation (i.e., without gene 
flow) until they occasionally accumulated sufficient repro-
ductive isolation to persist as stable species in the face of 
gene flow. As such a scenario emphasizing spatial isolation 
is agnostic regarding evolutionary forces at the origin of 
species in the Alps, neutral models should be privileged as 
null hypotheses before considering models whereby local 
adaptation to environmental heterogeneity initiates and sup-
ports speciation (Sobel et al. 2010).

Edaphically specialized species in the Alps

The distribution of species across the Alps supports spe-
cialization according to geological substrates and has often 
been discussed as the result of ecological speciation whereby 
adaptive processes driven by edaphic heterogeneity initiate 
genetic divergence and promote isolation in the face of gene 
flow. The most widespread calcareous or siliceous bedrocks 
are indeed known to select for different communities of cal-
cicolous vs calcifuge plants, respectively, and such spatially 
stable edaphic heterogeneity could be expected as a prime 
factor fostering the origin of new species across the Alps. 
There are, however, few strict specialists of either calcareous 

or siliceous bedrocks (Aeschimann et al. 2012) and, despite 
several flagstone examples of calcicolous/calcifuge relatives, 
Alvarez et al. (2009) reported similar infraspecific spatial 
structure across multiple species showing different edaphic 
preferences. Accordingly, available insights indicate that 
climate oscillations of the Quaternary had a preponderant 
impact on range shifts, independent of edaphic preferences, 
and that calcicolous and calcifuge taxa had ample opportu-
nities for secondary contacts during expansion. Although 
several species-rich genera (e.g., Campanula or Saxifraga) 
present multiple taxa with specialized edaphic niches, a 
comprehensive analysis of spatial vs ecological underpin-
nings of speciation is still lacking. Calcifuge species of Gen-
tiana sect. Ciminalis were shown to have evolved indepen-
dently from calcicolous ancestors (Hungerer and Kadereit 
1998). Species of Sempervivum also exemplified an opposite 
evolution from calcifuge towards calcicolous species (Klein 
and Kadereit 2015). Noticeably, independent evolution of 
calcifuge subspecies of Adenostyles alpina occurred only in 
allopatry from the ancestral calcicolous stock (recognized as 
subsp. alpina, Dillenberger and Kadereit 2013), suggesting 
that spatial isolation more than adaptive processes driven by 
edaphic conditions was instrumental in driving the origin of 
ecologically specialized incipient species.

The distribution of edaphically specialized endemic taxa 
in the Alps offers insights on spatial and ecological pro-
cesses driving speciation, despite confounding factors due 
to high-elevation Central Alps being mostly siliceous and 
surrounded by calcareous-rich peripheral mountain ranges 
reaching lower elevations. In particular, Smyčka et al. (2017) 
highlighted a considerable diversity of narrow endemics 
across the calcareous-rich areas surrounding the Central 
Alps. Following Aeschimann et al. (2012), the more than 
33% calcicolous endemics contrast with the overall flora 
of the Alps (8%), suggesting that calcareous-rich areas that 
are typically fragmented across peripheral Alps may have 
promoted diversification. Similarly, calcifuge endemics (24 
species; 4.8%) are slightly over-represented as compared to 
the overall flora (2.1%), although calcifuge taxa are rela-
tively widespread within the Alps and suggest that contrac-
tion–expansion across largely adjacent siliceous areas rarely 
promoted complete speciation (Schönswetter et al. 2005; 
Smyčka et al. 2017). Such a scenario whereby speciation in 
calcifuge species is hampered by gene flow is further sup-
ported by the relative genetic homogeneity reported within 
widespread calcifuge species as compared to calcicolous 
ones (e.g., Alvarez et al. 2009). Although genetically based 
preference of relatives to different bedrocks likely pro-
moted long-term parapatry and supported the maintenance 
of reproductive isolation despite range shifts, the relative 
impact of spatial and ecological factors in initiating and 
driving speciation to completion remains elusive.
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Naturally toxic soils such as derived from serpentine 
represent a strong selective substrate that can be expected 
to drive ecological speciation (Harrison and Rajakaruna 
2011). In the Alps, only 23 species show clear preference 
to such edaphic conditions (Aeschimann et al. 2012), sug-
gesting that strong selection hardly promoted diversification 
across scattered areas made of serpentine. Despite several 
widespread species presenting specialized populations, only 
nine endemic species seem restricted to serpentine, mostly 
at low elevation. In fact, serpentine specialists such as Minu-
artia laricifolia subsp. ophiolitica (Moore et al. 2013) or 
ecotypes within Biscutella laevigata (Tremetsberger et al. 
2002) seemingly have often evolved in allopatry from the 
main distribution range of their generalist relatives. Consist-
ent with neutral models of speciation, several such heliophil-
ous species may indeed have benefitted from open habitats 
on such stressing conditions to remain competitive in face 
of (the gene flow from) post-glacial recolonizers. The rela-
tive rarity of serpentine specialists among high-elevation 
endemic taxa of the Alps may also be partly explained by the 
limited availability of corresponding conditions, especially 
among glacial refugia. Noticeably, genetically differenti-
ated individuals of Androsace alpina growing on serpentine 
around an isolated mountain top of the South-western Alps 
have recently been characterized as a new taxon suggestive 
of ecological speciation (Boucher et al. 2021). Similarly, the 
high-elevation endemic Phyteuma humile shows a narrow 
distribution range matching a Central nunatak (Zermatt area) 
that presents extensive serpentine and, therefore, represents 
a striking example suggesting that long-term persistence in 
spatial isolation may have promoted the origin of a special-
ized species (Schneeweiss et al. 2013). It should, however, 
be noticed that this species seemingly has divergent chro-
mosomes as compared to relatives on calcareous and the 
corresponding reduction of gene flow may, thus, have been 
the primary driver of speciation. As is generally the case, the 
interplay between genetic and ecological drivers of specia-
tion remains to be firmly assessed.

Despite evidence of differential preference to contrasted 
bedrocks among related plants, the Alps host relatively few 
strict edaphic specialists (Aeschimann et al. 2012). Further 
investigations of sister calcicolous vs calcifuge species, 
such as the cushion plants Silene acaulis vs Silene exscapa, 
will have to clarify the genetic architecture of adaptation 
and its ability to maintain species integrity in the face of 
gene flow. Serpentine specialists within generalist species 
were shown to rely on just of few divergent loci in, e.g., 
Silene vulgaris (Bratteler et al. 2006) or Arabidopsis arenosa 
(Arnold et al. 2016) and adaptation to local edaphic condi-
tions may, therefore, support the origin of ecotypes across 
heterogeneous landscapes, but fail to generally yield the 
stable species predicted by models of ecological specia-
tion. Although parapatry of specialized populations can be 

expected to support reproductive isolation, to what extent it 
promoted the persistence of incipient species in the face of 
intense gene flow imposed by climate-driven cycles of range 
contraction–expansion remains an open question.

Museums and cradles of biodiversity across the Alps

As reviewed here, comparative phylogeography as well as 
the distribution of endemic taxa across the Alps are gener-
ally supportive of similar range dynamics of plant species 
that oscillate between survival in similar glacial refugia dur-
ing long-lasting cold phases and possible expansion towards 
the Central Alps where they form major suture zones mix-
ing both the intra- and inter-specific variation during warm 
phases (Fig. 1). Accordingly, a large number of paleoen-
demic species as well as neoendemic taxa appear restricted 
to glacial refugia at both extremities of the Alps where 
they persisted in the long term in isolation from expand-
ing relatives. Among pressing gaps in knowledge, the age 
of endemic species is still poorly known and future work 
should attempt at dating speciation events and relate them 
to climatic events in the Alps. Accordingly, quantitative 
insights shedding light on the extent to which endemic spe-
cies whose distribution is currently matching glacial refugia 
originated in situ or persisted there following range shifts. 
Such knowledge can be expected to significantly advance 
our understanding of the impact of spatial isolation on spe-
ciation in the Alps.

Few post-glacial events of speciation were surmised in the 
Alps, appearing consistent with a dominant impact of gene 
flow possibly promoting genetic swamping and homogeniza-
tion under climate oscillations. To draw firm conclusions on 
how cycles of isolation and gene flow shaped current pat-
terns of biodiversity in the Alps (Taberlet et al. 2012), future 
work must address the spatial arrangement of glacial refugia 
promoting isolation and of heterogeneous environments sup-
porting expansion for different plant species and communi-
ties. Provided that multi-species integration of ecological 
and demographic modeling in space and time is now achiev-
able following, e.g., Larsson et al. (2021), further work will 
likely provide key quantitative insights on the impact of the 
different refugia, especially in the Southern Alps as well as 
nunataks, on the current distribution of variation within and 
among communities (e.g., on diverse bedrocks). If based 
on relatively dense sampling, it will also highlight to what 
extent local variants have been swamped by expanding line-
ages. Such refined knowledge appears crucial to understand 
how cycles of range contraction–expansion interacted with 
speciation and extinction across topographically complex 
landscapes such as the Alps.

Not only glacial refugia but also areas of the Alps host-
ing secondary contact between intraspecific lineages or 
species assemblages having diverged in isolation should 
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be thoroughly investigated. For instance, fine-scale surveys 
across suture zones will likely contribute to our understand-
ing of underpinnings of genetic swamping vs reinforcement 
among divergent taxa and shed further light on the impact 
of hybridization and polyploidy on biodiversity in the Alps. 
In particular, recent hybrid and polyploid species seem to 
represent noticeable exceptions to scenarios whereby his-
torical gene flow hampers speciation and would deserve 
further study to understand the rise of new species under 
environmental changes (Levin 2019). Although suture zones 
can be expected to have promoted the origin of hybrid and 
polyploid species, especially following admixture between 
chromosomally divergent taxa, quantitative insights are lack-
ing in the Alps. Accordingly, future work investigating the 
distribution of such systems will likely highlight how and 
to what extent cycles of range contraction–expansion can 
promote speciation.

Given the few study cases demonstrating continuous 
evolutionary diversification driven by ecological speciation 
along the elevation gradient or according to edaphic hetero-
geneity (Kadereit 2017), a neutral model whereby phases of 
allopatry followed by secondary contact shape the cumula-
tive origin of new species and the overall distribution of 
biodiversity across the Alps can hardly be rejected. As typi-
cal scenarios of ecological speciation driven by selection in 
response to environmental heterogeneity may have rarely 
supported completion of speciation in the Alps, repeated 
climate-induced range shifts seemingly rather promoted 
the origin of new species through the differential fixation 
of alleles underlying reproductive isolation (i.e., mutation-
order speciation; Schluter 2009). Although the complexity 
of evolutionary processes overlaid with the imprint of sev-
eral cold and warm phases during the Pleistocene makes 
it challenging to infer specific drivers of speciation, future 
work should tentatively quantify the relative importance 
of historical vs ecological factors in shaping species in the 
Alps. As shown by the numerous incipient species (e.g., 
ecotypes) reported as locally adapted to contrasted habitats 
in the Alps, selection by ecological agents appears effective 
in determining locally adapted taxa, but may be insufficient 
to stably limit gene flow (i.e., ecogeographic isolation) and 
support complete speciation (Sobel et al. 2010). To what 
extent genetic mechanisms that intrinsically reduce gene 
flow such as chromosomal rearrangements or polyploidy 
have contributed to the origin of ecologically specialized 
endemic species is still poorly documented. To decipher the 
drivers of speciation in the Alps, future work will have to 
further address the genetic architecture of traits underlying 
adaptation to environmental heterogeneity and how adaptive 
loci persist in the face of gene flow to contribute building 
up stable species (Rieseberg and Willis 2007). An elegant 
approach to shed light on the accumulation of reproductive 
barriers during the rise of new species in the Alps would 

be to compare closely related taxa encompassing a gradi-
ent from incipient species (i.e., ecotype and subspecies) to 
fully independent species (Via 2009). The Alps host valu-
able model systems to be investigated in details to highlight 
driving processes from initial to complete speciation.

Provided that a significant fraction of species in the Alps 
is currently facing strong environmental challenges (Engler 
et al. 2011), it is time to further assess underpinnings of 
plant speciation and diversification to predict the fate of bio-
diversity. In particular, future work will have to refine our 
understanding of evolutionary museums contributing to the 
accumulation of standing variation and cradles that support 
evolutionary processes generating new variation, as both 
merit specific attention regarding the future management of 
biodiversity (Moritz 2002).
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